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ABSTRACT   

We report on a comparison between the piezoelectric and interferometric readouts of vibrations in quartz tuning forks 

(QTFs) when employed as sound wave transducers in quartz-enhanced photoacoustic trace gas sensors. We demonstrate 

the possibility to properly design the QTF geometry to enhance interferometric readout signal with respect to the 

piezoelectric one and vice versa. When resonator tubes are acoustically coupled with the QTFs, signal-to-noise ratio 

enhancements are observed for both readout approaches. These results open the way to the implementation of optical 

readout of QTF vibrations in applications where external electromagnetic field could distort the piezoelectric signal. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

Quartz tuning forks (QTFs) are used as sound wave transducers in quartz-enhanced photoacoustic spectroscopy 

(QEPAS) for gas sensing applications [1-6]. When the intensity-modulated laser beam is focused between prongs, sound 

waves deflect them and the QTF anti-symmetrical flexural mode is excited [7-10]. The QTF is a piezoelectric element 

that converts the deflection of prongs into an electrical signal. Progresses in QTF designs have been aimed to identify 

figures of merit to optimizing a QEPAS sensor performance. Extensive theoretical and experimental investigations have 

been performed to study the acousto-electro properties of QTFs [11, 12] as well as energy loss mechanism occurring in a 

vibrating prong [13, 14] and the spatial distribution of the stress field when prongs are forced to vibrate [15]. These 

studies provided the guidelines to design QTFs optimized for QEPAS sensing: decrease the resonance frequency while 

keeping high the quality factor [12].  

The deflection can be also optically readout using an interferometric laser system. Laser interferometers can detect 

displacements down to few picometers [16, 17]. Interferometric systems are mainly composed by a near-infrared diode 

laser and a photodetector. M. Kohring et al. exploited the optical readout for QTF-based photoacoustic sensing by using 

quartz and silicon tuning forks, reaching QTF thermal noise as ultimate noise level [18-19]. In addition, they 

demonstrated that piezoelectric and optical readout reach comparable sensitivity and detection limits, with the same 

experimental conditions [20]. However, literature lacks of a detailed and extensive investigation of QTF properties 

regarding the optimization of the interferometric readout of prong vibrations. 

Here, we compared the interferometric and piezoelectric readouts of QTF vibrations and demonstrated that the QTF 

geometry can be properly designed to enhance a selected readout mode. For piezoelectric readout, the QTF showing the 

highest performance has a T-shape prong geometry and a resonance frequency of 12.45 kHz [12]. Among custom QTFs 

employed so far in QEPAS [11, 21-24], the QTF with the largest vibration amplitude has a resonance frequency of 3.44 

kHz. Both QTFs were implemented in a QEPAS sensor and tested for the detection of water vapor concentration in the 

room air. The signal-to-noise ratio of piezoelectric readout results was ~ 40% higher than the interferometric one when 

the T-QTF was employed. Conversely, an interferometric signal ~ 50% times larger than the piezoelectric one has been 

measured when implementing the 3.44 kHz-QTF. When the QTFs were acoustically coupled with dual-tube resonator 



 

 
 

 

systems [25], both readout techniques showed a signal-to-noise ratio enhancement. Although the largest signal-to-noise 

ratio has been achieved with piezoelectric readout, interferometric approach could be preferred in applications involving 

high intensity electromagnetic fields that distort the piezoelectric signal and affect its signal-to-noise ratio. 

 

2. QUARTZ TUNING FORKS FOR PIEZOELECTRIC AND OPTICAL READOUT 

In QEPAS, the laser beam should pass through the gap between the two prongs of the QTF to produce a QTF signal. In 

traditional QEPAS sensors, the laser beam is aligned to be perpendicular to the QTF plane [1-2, 26]. The T-shape prong 

geometry demonstrated the best QEPAS performance. With respect to standard rectangular shape, T-shaping the prongs 

geometry allows an increase of the strain field on the prong base, providing an enhancement of the photoacoustic 

response in terms of signal-to-noise ratio [6, 12]. Compared to QTF with rectangular shape, the resonance frequency of 

the T-shaped QTF is slightly reduced while the resonance Q-factor is not affected. The T-shaped QTF (T-QTF) used in 

this work is schematized in Fig. 1a. The prong has a full length of L = L1 + L2 = 9.4 mm (L1 = 2.4 mm), a crystal 

thickness of T = 250 μm, and W1 and W2 are 2 mm and 1.4 mm, respectively.  

 

 
Figure 1. Schematic view of T-QTF (a) and I-QTF geometry (b). 

The optical readout is based on measurement of deflections of a cantilever via an optical interferometric system. The 

larger the vibration amplitude of the prong, the higher the optical readout signal. The amplitude of prong vibration can be 

related by the QTF resonance and electrical properties by the relation: 
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where Q is the QTF quality factor, V is the voltage across the QTF and I the generated piezo-current, f is the resonance 

frequency and k is the spring constant. Among all custom QTFs discussed in [11], the QTF showing the highest vibration 

amplitude calculated by using Eq. (1) is the one having prong length of L = 11.0 mm, prong thickness of T = 0.5 mm and 

crystal width of W = 0.25 mm (I-QTF). The geometry of the I-QTF is schematized in Fig. 1b. The resonance properties 

of both QTFs, namely the resonance frequency and the quality factor, have been measured by using the experimental 

setup depicted in Fig. 2a. A function generator with a resolution of 2 mHz was used to provide a sinusoidal voltage 

excitation to the QTFs. The piezoelectric current is then converted to an output voltage by means of the trans-impedance 

amplifier and then the lock-in amplifier demodulates the signal at the same frequency as the waveform generator. The 



 

 
 

 

resonance curve of the fundamental mode of T-QTF is reported in Fig. 2b. The resonance curve of the I-QTF excited at 

the fundamental and first overtone mode are reported in Fig. 2c and Fig. 2d, respectively. 

  

 
Figure 2. (a) Sketch of the setup measurement of QTF resonance curve via electrical excitation. PA: transimpedance 

preamplifier. (b) Resonance curve of T-QTF at the fundamental mode. (c) Resonance curve of I-QTF at the fundamental 

mode. (d) Resonance curve of I-QTF at the first overtone mode.  

 

The resonance curves were fitted using a Lorentzian function to determine the peak resonance frequency, f0, and the full-

width-half-maximum value, f. Hence, the quality factor results Q = f0/f. In Table 1, the calculated resonance 

frequencies as well as quality factor values are listed. 

 

 
Table 1. Experimental resonance properties for T-QTF (fundamental mode) and I-QTF (fundamental and first overtone mode): f0 

(resonance frequency), Δf (the full width at half maximum value of the QTF resonance curve), Q (quality factor).  

 f0 (Hz) Δf (Hz) Q 

T-QTF 

fundamental mode 
12460.55 0.80 15570 

I-QTF 

fundamental mode 
3442.50 0.83 4150 

I-QTF 

first overtone mode 
21499.94 1.77 12100 

 

All measurements have been performed at atmospheric pressure and room temperature. 

 

3. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 

The QEPAS system with piezoelectric and optical readout methods for a vibrating QTF is sketched in Fig. 3a and 3b, 

respectively.  



 

 
 

 

 
Figure 3. QEPAS system with piezoelectric (a) and optical (b) readout. 

 

The beam of a quantum cascade laser (QCL) was focused between the QTF prongs by using a ZnSe lens with a focal 

length of 50 mm. The platform allowed an easy interchange between T-QTF and I-QTF. Both QEPAS and optical 

readout were performed in wavelength modulation and second harmonic detection: the laser beam was intensity-

modulated at half of the QTF resonance frequency by adding a sinusoidal dither to the current driver [27]. Then, for 

piezoelectric readout, the QTF signal was demodulated at the QTF resonance frequency. By applying a low frequency 

ramp at the laser current driver, the wavelength emission was tuned to scan across a water absorption features peaked at 

1296.71 cm-1 at atmospheric pressure. For the optical readout, a commercial fiber coupled interferometer (OP1550 V3, 

Optics11) based on Fabry–Perot interference was employed. A near-infrared laser hits the lateral surface of one QTF 

prong, at a distance of ~ 500 µm. Gold layers deposited on QTF prongs allowed high reflectivity for an efficient optical 

readout. The laser beam pointed close to the top where the lateral displacement of the prong is largest. The back-

reflected light were sent to an interferometric unit to generate a voltage signal proportional to the interference light 

intensity. The voltage signal was demodulated at the QTF resonance frequency. All measurements were performed in air 

at atmospheric pressure, with a stable concentration of water vapor constantly monitored by an in-line hygrometer. 

 

4. RESULTS 

Figure 4 shows the piezoelectric and the optical signal for T-QTF excited at the fundamental mode, acquired while the 

laser wavelength was scanned across the selected water absorption line.  



 

 
 

 

 
Figure 4. QEPAS spectral scan of water absorption line acquired with T-QTF excited at the fundamental mode with 

piezoelectric (a) and interferometric (b) readout.  

 

Both readout methods are suitable to reconstruct the water absorption feature. Far from the two strong absorption peaks, 

both interferometric and piezoelectric readouts are background-free. To compare the sensing performance, the signal-to-

noise ratio (SNR) has to be calculated. With the same experimental conditions, the spectral scan have been acquired by 

using I-QTF excited at the fundamental and first overtone mode. The calculated SNRs are summarized in Fig. 5, when 

both readout methods are used. 

 
Figure 5. Signal-to-noise ratios measured for I-QTF (at the fundamental and first overtone mode) and T-QTF (at the 

fundamental mode), when piezoelectric or interferometric readouts are selected. 

 

With T-QTF, the piezoelectric readout results ~40% more sensitive than the interferometric one. This can be ascribed to 

the fact that T-QTF was properly designed to offer high QEPAS performance for piezoelectric readout. Conversely, I-

QTF excited at the fundamental mode showed best performance when the optical readout was used. This proves that the 

QTF geometry could be optimized when interferometric measurement systems are to be adopted. The straightforward 

approach is to choose a prong geometry maximizing the vibration amplitude. When I-QTF is excited at the first overtone 

mode, the SNR is 2.2 times higher than that obtained when the I-QTF operated at the fundamental mode. This 

demonstrates the possibility to increase the piezoelectric readout sensitivity through the use of QTFs optimized to 

operate at the first resonance overtone [28]. When optical readout is used, the SNR is comparable with that measured 



 

 
 

 

when I-QTF vibrates at the fundamental mode, demonstrating that the interferometric technique is not influenced by the 

flexural resonance mode of the I-QTF.  

In QEPAS, the QTF is usually acoustically coupled with a pair of resonator tubes, acting as amplifiers for the sound 

wave [25, 26]. The QTF is typically positioned between the tubes to probe the acoustic vibration excited in the absorbing 

gas contained inside the tubes. T-QTF have been coupled with a pair of tubes having length of 10 mm and an internal 

diameter of 1.59 mm. With piezoelectric readout, a SNR is enhanced of  ~16 compared to the bare T-QTF, while a SNR 

enhancement of ~13 with respect to bare T-QTF have been measure when piezoelectric readout is adopted. Thereby, 

when implementing resonator tubes, the T-QTF piezoelectric detection is more sensitive than the interferometric one. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

In this work, we compared the piezoelectric and interferometric readouts of vibrations in quartz tuning forks (QTFs) 

when used in QEPAS sensors. By properly selecting the QTF prong geometry, it is possible to enhance interferometric 

readout signal with respect to the piezoelectric one or vice versa. Two different QTFs (T-QTF and I-QTF) have been 

implemented in a QEPAS sensor with the laser source tuned to detect a water absorption line in air at atmospheric 

pressure. Both readout methods have implemented in the QEPAS setup. When the bare T-QTF is excited at the 

fundamental mode, SNR of piezoelectric readout results ~ 40% higher than that of interferometric one. Conversely, 

when the I-QTF is excited at the fundamental mode, the SNR of the interferometric readout is ~ 50% times larger than 

the piezoelectric one. When operating at the first overtone mode, the I-QTF provide a piezoelectric SNR ~2.2 times 

higher than when operating at the fundamental mode, while the interferometric SNR remains almost the same. 
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